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Committee Chair asked the committee members if they were in attendance at
the CTA Leadership Forum held in January. The consensus opinion of those in
attendance was that the meeting was a hugh success and that all involved
enjoyed the interactions with other CTA's. Guests also agreed as did the
committee members.

The intent of this meeting was to discuss the use and need of several forms the
San Antonio Tennis Association that they have developed over the last few years
to use in day to day business of their CTA. Included in the packet were a
business plan, an agenda template, a current strategic plan, BOD and Staff
Orientation and Strategic Plan, a conflict of interest form, employee hand book
and organizational handbook for the BOD. It was mentioned that these
documents need to be visited by the BOD as well as the Bylaws.

The committee undertook a discussion of economic impact calculations that
could be used in negotiations with city staff, local convention and visitors bureau
or possible sponsors to accurately demonstrate the value of tennis in the
community. Check with your Chamber of Commerce, CVB and other agencies
that calculate the economic impact that your city brings from tennis.

Staff liaison mentioned that she will explore adding the tools (documents) to the
online Advocacy Toolkit.

Using unique incentives for sponsorship. The plan is to encourage local support
of businesses in a manner that will allow them a to track the impact by using fob
tab. SATA also uses a strong sponsorship opportunity with a local tennis store to
have support for many programs in return for website, social media and logo t-
shirts. 

Have a new BOD and staff orientation to discuss their role and responsibility

Employee handbook is essential to have for your employees with employee job
application. Have job description for each position and review periodically. 

In conclusion, it was mentioned that all of these types of documents can be
shared between CTA's and that the section staff has access to templates and
examples that they are happy to share. All documents should be reviewed and
updated periodically (most of them annually).

Within your CTA what Not for Profit and Profit organizations have you had
success in obtaining grants, sponsor hip donation, gifts, etc for your CTA
programs. 

What is your "Elevator Story" to sell your programs. 

Have each member of the committee to present their success story.
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